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Press Release Summary: Maxxeon Inc., unveils their newest LED 
lighting tool for technicians and tradesmen, the WorkStar™1400 
work light. 

 

Press Release Body: Skilled tradesmen, technicians, emergency services 
personel and truck drivers everywhere stand to benefit by at last being able 
to have cordless, portable lighting whenever needed. 

John Schira, spokesperson for Maxxeon Inc., explains "The future has 
arrived for LED lighting. LED lighting technology has now reached the point 
where there is no reason to consider ordinary incandescent bulbs for portable 
task lighting. The new Maxxeon WorkStar™1400 work light provides 
plenty of light for emergency situations as well as work shop and industrial 



applications. The lighting tool features a moveable head that can be directed 
by the operator, and runs for over 5 hours on a charge." 

According to company CTO, Roger Britt, "The WorkStar™1400 exemplifies 
the current state-of-the-art in portable lighting; the added hands-free 
capabilities of this tool are a bonus." The new work light includes 2 high 
powered magnets for attaching to ferrous surfaces as well as a retractable 
hook for hanging. The body is balanced and ergonomically designed for a 
secure and comfortable grip. 

Principal applications for the tool are for emergency services, vehicle and 
industrial maintenance and repair and for construction trades. Sportsmen 
and campers will find the product useful due to the substantial light output 
and long operating time. 

The WorkStar 1400 work light has a suggested retail price of $119.95, 
includes rechargeable batteries, battery charger and a one year warranty. 

For information about purchasing Maxxeon products in Europe, contact Ms. 
Louise Spek, Safety-Lux Nederland B.V., tel [31] (0)35-6914476, fax 
[31] (0)35-6915474, email louise.spek@safety-lux.nl or visit the website 
at http://www.safety-lux.nl 

Maxxeon Inc. is a manufacturer of portable task lighting for manufacturing 
and maintenance technicians. Information about the company can be found 
at http://www.maxxeon.com 

Web Site:  
http://www.maxxeon.com/worklight_work_light_workstar_1400.html 
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